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John Porter; Swinging; 1981; 2 min. Photo: the artist 

FRAGILE IMPRINTS 
MEDIATED RESISTANC 

BY Dor TUER 
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Hence in which d1 course
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distribution are the concrete 
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. Les tangible, more ob cure, is
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n to interpret the signals of a
beat betwe n life and death, 
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uloid cocoon, struggling to
pher the crackling of 

mmunjcation cable and the

"te noises of an electronic
back that ignal a past 

lllfilvelling, a future not yet woven.
Inundated by the tatic of the

Jaformation r volution, Super-8
1ppears fragile and antique, 
nostalgic and out-of-sync. The 
potential for its saturated colours
and dream-dr nched images to 
enhance a dialectic of illusion and
Imagination recedes like a faint
mirage upon the horizon. The 
Idealistic expectation of a cultural
practice that would rupture the 

nical tructures of a commercial 
Cinema, demystifying an entangled
lreb of ideology and technique, 
tvaporates like water in a searing
desen heat. Embodying the 
\lJlnerability of an art form whose 
dependence on a market technology
simultaneously gave birth to its
P<>ssibilitie and engineered its demise 8 . 
f • up r- c111ema as an art
orm has faded to a ten uou 
mar &tnality as we enter the lastdecade of the century. 

d. 
But to abandon Super-8 to a 

iagno . s1 of obsolescence declaring
instead th 
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Vid 
e cool refraction of the 

th 
eo lens, the simulated graphics of

ecom 
or the 

puter sere n, the art forms 
future by the sheer virtue of

their technological relevance, lead , 
in my opinion, to a labyrinth where
the minotaur i no longer half-man,
half-beast, but half-man, half
machine. I wish to return later to 
thi labyrinth where te hnology and
ideology, amne ia and hi tory, th
body and its mediated phantom 
collide. For the moment, however, I
will pause at the ntrance of the 
maze, to consider what uper-8, as
an anachronism of the digital era, 
contributes to our understanding of
a relation hip between lightweight
technology and art, to define the
past before I venture to speculate
upon an uncertain future. 

Super-B's emergence as a home
movie format did not give rise to an
independent cinema in North
America. Rather, it was the 
availability of 16mm Bolex camera ,
developed as a portable tool to
record World War II, that were
utilized by artist to forge 
experimental forms, to propose an
investigation of the image as a
material object, to infuse a 
cinematic landscape with motion, to
decompose and recompose the 
structural parameters of cinematic
time and space. Super-8, I would 
argue, offered another possibility,
becoming for the artists of  my 
generation the potential to usurp a
consumer product, to propose a 
populist cinema in a participatory 
rather than narrative sense, to turn
the tables on both an industrial 
model and the perceived austerity of
an art-cinema, to literally turn the 
documentation of reality on its head
with a medium so cheap that 
someone on unemployment could 
make a film and a camera so light it
could be hooked to a fishing line or
hugged to the body to produce a 
seamless synchronicity. With uper-
8, the artist became a magician, 
spinning illu ion, creating a 
carnivalesque context for mediation,
playing tricks with perception that 
also revealed the secrets of the craft.

John Porter, a Canadian artist
who works exclusively in Super-8, 
becomes an example of just such a
trickster: a conjurer of magic who

u es the Super-8 cam ra to both
frame and edit himself and his
vision of a mediated reality. A
master of animation, Porter 
choreographs his body to the 
rhythm of th camera's mobility i.n
hi eries entitled, amera Dance .
Turning the concept of home 
movies as a documentation of th
familiar into an obses ion with 
history, Porter has produced over
100 Condensed Ritual , time-lapse 
three-minute segments of typically

anadian events that use not his 
own body but the flow of crowds to
create from the patterns of human
interaction social and cultural 
vignettes.1 As a uper-8 artist John 
Porter has also ceaselessly promoted
the availability of the medium, 
holding Open Screenings, first at the
Funnel, and then at A-Space, 2 and 
documenting the history of Super-8
activity in Toronto through still 
photography and archival research.3
In organizing the second of two
workshop screenings for the 
development of an erotic film 
language at A-Space, in which the 
participants included a black lesbian
collective, a stripper and a collective
of homosexual male artists, Porter 
grappled with the issues of sexuality,
race, and class which had entered
the Toronto film and video 
communities as issues concerning 
the means of production rather than
as prescription for representation4. 

John Porter, when asked how he
will respond to the threat of Super-
8's obsolescence, replies that he is 
moving even further away from the
entrance of technology's labyrinth,
moving towards hand-made 
flipbooks and pen and paper to
produce work independent of 
market demands.5 Proposing to
circumvent the information age 
altogether as a statement of self
determined representation, Porter's 
refusal to capitulate to the paradoxes
of technology offer a moment of
resistance, of reflection. It is in
Porter's practice as a film and 
community artist that I would like 
to pose a reference point as I myself 
prepare to enter the labyrinth of the
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(left to right) John Porter; Drive-In Movies; 1981; ?min. Amusement Park: 1978n9 6 min. On The Waterfront. 1978-82; 15 min. Photos: the artist 

digital era. I would like to carry with 
me the memory of a fragile imprint 
that anchors light-weight 
technology within a contextual 
space where aesthetic and odal 
parameters intersect, much the same 
as Katerina Thomadaki and Maria 
Klonaris's work in uper-8 grounds 
itself in a conceptual space where 
theoretical concerns play themselves 
out in the process of en ounters, 
their workshop erie , Portraits of 

Women By Women, offering a mirror 
where the texture of the body is 
transposed upon the fabric of the 
body politic.6 

Jean Baudrillard has ugge ted 
that once in ide the labyrinth of an 
electronic landscape, there i no 
theory of the media adequate to 
account for the piralling 
implications of a technology that i 
moving at an incremental speed 
beyond human consciousness. 
Offering up Mc luhan a a 
orporate mystic and Marx as a 

materialist idealist, Baudrillard 
de Jares their polar positions 

incapable of accounting for the 
paradox of an economy 
dematerializing, an increasingly 
vociferou consumption of 
commodities and the proliferation 
of TV wiring the viewer to a pa ive 
reception of images that 
homogenize form and pa kage 
content. Baudrillard, of course, went 
on to theorize upon his own 
conception of a media-saturated 
reality, declaring that both the body 
and the body politic have 
fragmented in ide a simulacrum 
where fact and fiction blurred, 
where history disappeared and 
politics ended.7 Without ngaging 
the polemics of a Baudrillarian 
discour e, I would neverthele like 
to ugg st that the arti t who work 
with the "n w m diums" of 
technology finds her/him in ide thi 
imulacrum, that while video and 

computer art are in no immediate 
danger of obsole cence, they are no 
less vulnerable to late-captiaJi m's 
game with technology. 

Video art, which fintl it origins 

in the portapak developed f or 
airborne military reconnais 
the Vietnam war, was approp 
by artists to explore the scul 
qualities of an instantaneous 
playback, to imagine the poss 
of an interactive system of the 
and communication. Linked to 
idealism of a guerilla TV, video 
was to become McCluhan's 
handmaiden in a bid to brush 
the dusty cobwebs of a muse 
tradition and reach into the I 
room of the nation. Artists 

within dominant representati 
expose the mass media's 
mechani m of manipulation 
exploitation. In the 1990s ho 
the technology envisioned by 
a a site of experimentation and 
difference has prov d more ad 
advancing the interests of a cul 
indu try than disrupting the 
in titutionalized arenas of art 
communication. Video art findS 
aesthetic innovations approprla 
and popularized by a rock video 

k>rmat to reate a perfect media 
lormali m. Home video a a 
con umer toy, a public surveillance 
md con umer protection tool is the 
111.lrket byproduct of mas 
communication and a militarized 
i.tellite y tern. In a twist of irony, 
the very qualitie of immediacy and 
�cessibility t hat launched video' 

ali t ic beginnings have b come 
corporate rath r than arti tic asset . 

Poi ed to replace uper-8 at a 
time when the static of the 
lllformation r volution i increa ing 
n volume to an interference of 

I proportions, Video-8 
confronts this paradox of an 

ronic land cape: layers of 
ran n.· ""5 ton and mediation no 
n er decomposing and 

:om posing the body, but 
a menting it beyond human 
ornpr h e ens1on. Video-8' promi e 
c�JturaJ autonomy, of a 

�rt

h
tcipatory dialectic b tween 

""''' er •Ppe 
•c and ocial tran formation , 

co 
ar to e cho that of uper-8's. The ntext for the two medium 

however, ha become quite di tinct: 
uper-8 bounded by the hi tory of 

art cinema on one hand and the 
home movie a th evo ation of 
memory on th other, Video-8 
entangled within territory of 
televi ion in which a "one-way" 
flow of communication ha had a 
profound effect on an oppositional 
blueprint to de-materialize and re
politicize modernism. A a writer 
who u ed to make Super-8 film and 
i now truggling to under tand the 
implication of a world where 
technology ha de-facto b come 
ideology, I am not a ooth ayer, I 
cannot predict a future for Video-8. I 
mu t in i t, however, that it finds 
it elf in ide the ame ilence that 

nvelop uper-8: an unea y ilence 
in which di course fragm nt , 
boundarie hift, the ocial fabric 
that ub tain a context for 
reception unravelling. 

I do not think a diagnosi of thi 
ilence i readily forthcoming, 

although the lament for a loss of 
memory that p rmeat Vera 

Frenkel's The La t Screening Room: A 

Valentine or the fu ion of the body 
to a digital land ap in Max Almy' 
Leaving The Twentieth entury offer a 
vi ion more frightening than 
assuring of the future.8 It is for these 
reasons, perhap , that I wish to 
pre erve the memory of uper-8 a a 
site of technology where it was the 
artist rather than the engineer, the 
body rather than its imulated 
hadows, that d fined the 

parameters of aesthetic vi ion. I do 
not b lieve we can e cape the 
paradoxe of a po t-industrial 
ociety. Sup r-8 as a raw material 

will probably become obsolete. In 
the face of it di appearance, 
however, I would hope that Video-8 
take up the legacy of uper-8, 
weaving from the layer of 
mediation that cloak cons iousne , 
an art pra ti e that i lib rating 
rath r than controlling, 
participatory rather than elite, that 
reveals not only the distances that 
now exist b tween th body and its 
repre entations but the va t 
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